THE AGRARIAN REVOLUTION
no such thing as an average tenement; holdings varied
greatly in size and tenure.    Opinion was becoming more Opi
favourable to enclosing: England produced an ample supply hostile to
of corn for her own use, so that the danger of famine if land tban°SUre
Was enclosed for pasture was much less than  formerly.
Religious opposition was declining, and the economic advant-
ages of enclosure were more clearly recognised; there was
therefore little complaint against enclosures until the end
of the eighteenth century, and then it was directed rather
against the unfair treatment of the small farmer.
But enclosure was not equally profitable throughout the
country. The saving effected by large-scale production ^4g
was not so great nor so general in agriculture as In industry, dependent
for in many cases the large farm was little more profitable nature of
than the small one. The open-field was less suited to light
and sandy soils than to others, and it survived longest on
chalk; the region of rich loams near Flegg In Norfolk " could
yield little more profit when enclosed than when open "*
and enclosure there took place late. The dairy-farming
districts of Gloucester, Wiltshire and Aylesbury had largely
been enclosed before the eighteenth century; the red soils
had also been enclosed early chiefly for arable farming; the
wide belt of grazing lands In the Midlands were extensively
enclosed early In the eighteenth century; the chalk soils
of Cambridge, Buckingham and Oxford, the loams of
Norfolk and the heavy land on water-bearing stratas were
all enclosed late in the eighteenth century or in the nine-
teenth century when high prices, the growth of population
and the development of scientific fanning made enclosure
profitable,2
The extension of enclosures was therefore considerably and on the
fluctuations
influenced by the fluctuation of prices. Between 1715 and of prices.
1765 the price of corn was low, averaging only 343. ud. per
quarter, xos. gd. per quarter less than the average price
from 1693 to I7i4.3 The farmer was therefore inclined to
enclose In order to reduce the costs of production or to turn
his land over to pasture, After 1765 prices rose, owing to
1 Conner, op. cU,t p. 207.	2 Conner, op. cit*t p. 228.
3 Johnson, op. rit.> p. 87.

